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“Can’t fund everything” 

•  When resources are limited, trade-offs (i.e., labour, time, 
money) are made as part of broader priority-setting 
activities. 

•  Setting priorities can include disinvestment: 
–  shifting funding away from relatively less effective drugs to 

drugs that provide more health benefit; or 
–  reassessing older drugs to determine ‘value for money’. 

•  In Canada, decision-makers seek public input on drug 
funding decisions in cancer control [Regier et al., 2014]. 



 Making decisions about funding for cancer drugs:    
A Deliberative Public Engagement 

•  Event held Vancouver, BC over two non-consecutive 
weekends in September 2014. 

•  24 participants attended, representative of BC general 
public. 

•  Goal: Provide decision-makers in BC with public-
informed guidance on cancer drug funding decisions. 

September 2014 Public Engagement event 
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•  Transcripts were analyzed thematically using NVivo 
qualitative data analysis software [QSR International Pty 
Ltd. Version 10, 2012]. 

•  One primary analyst coded all transcripts [CB]; 
secondary analyst [SC] coded random sample for quality 
control. 
–  Resulted average (unweighted) Kappa score 0.67 between 

reviewers (NVivo guidelines: < 0.40 poor agreement; > 0.75 
strong agreement) 

 

Data analysis 
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Contexts for discussing disinvestment: 

•  Deliberative question (Day 2) 
•  “Under what circumstances is there an obligation to 

continue to fund a cancer drug when new information 
suggests the drug is not as desirable as previously 
determined?” 

•  Decision scenario (Day 3) 
•  Trade-off between cost savings and reduced health 

benefits (duration of life and quality of life) 

Getting to informed discussion & deliberations 
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 ... if discontinued funding would have a negative impact on 
populations in rural communities and others with limited 

access. 
 

 ANNA:   No, I think you have to keep funding it. We can’t just pick, “Well 
all right, it’s good for us but forget you guys [---] because you guys 
moved up north”. You made a commitment to the patient, the drug’s 
been approved, the doctors began giving it.  Where is our moral 
obligation to the patient?  

--- 
 DEBBIE:   I am thinking about other sub-groups, like maybe people with 
limited mental capacity, or street people, other vulnerable populations 
like that.  Do they fit? 

Source: Small group (Green), Large group; Day 2 
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“Under what circumstances is there an 
obligation to continue to fund a cancer drug...” 



  

... if it is significantly easier to use compared to other drugs or 
treatments (for example, oral vs. intravenous drugs). 

		
	

 ABBEY:   Everyone [is] using the example of an oral drug versus one 
you have to go into the hospital to take.  But what if there's a drug that 
makes blondes nauseous?  [---] But it doesn't make brunette's 
nauseous. You know what I mean? So it's ease of use, not just people 
who live in rural communities. 

 
 

 
 

Source: Large group; Day 2 
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“Under what circumstances is there an 
obligation to continue to fund a cancer drug...” 



Decision scenario: Trade-off between cost 
savings and health benefits 
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Increase in 
‘savings’ 



 Opportunity cost motivated some to switch; others felt a 
switch represented too significant a loss.  

 

 JANET:    We want a “D” option. Zero, do not discontinue.  
 DONNA:    I wouldn’t switch. [---] I can't agree with Drug A because 
the quality of life has gone down. 
 JODY:    If we can get it for say half the price, [---] then we have 
$750,000 to spend on another drug or to spend on more drugs to help 
more people.  That's the trade-off I see. 
 PETER:    I am starting to agree with [Jody] because it is true that 
there would be money [---] for other areas, right?   
 FRED:   Three points out of a hundred is like barely even noticeable. 
[---] They're almost the same. 
 DONNA:   Well, ketchup is ketchup, but nothing beats Heinz.   

Source: Small group (Blue); Day 3 
   

 

	

 

Decision scenario: Trade-off between cost 
savings and health benefits 
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Some wanted maximum savings to justify a switch; others 
took perspective of new drug as ‘inferior’. 

 

 FACILITATOR:   Would saving $5,000 per patient be enough?  
ANNA:    My immediate response would be no.   
REBECCA:    It’s not really good enough – 
FACILITATOR:   What about $10,000 per patient? 
KYLE:   No, we want $15,000. 

--- 
 ANNE-MARIE:   I don’t know, it’s just what does it say about us as a 
society if we are willing to [---] just save some money?  Does that 
show drug companies or the market [---] that, yeah, we are willing to 
take less quality if it is cheaper? 

 	Source: Small group (Green, Red); Day 2 

Decision scenario: Trade-off between cost 
savings and health benefits 
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 Patients who are taking an existing drug should have the 
option to stay on the existing drug even if it is more 

expensive than a similar new drug.  
   

  

 ALICE:    One of the themes we all talked about was the grandfather 
clause. [---] That even if there is a new, cheaper drug [---], the 
people that were on [the] current drug should be allowed to stay on 
it -- and finish their course even if it is technically more expensive. 
 RANDY:    Yeah, [---] our group came to that thought too. 

--- 
 DEIDRE:   I think it’s just, like, when you’re sick and stuff like that, 
and you’re on a certain drug, that being switched from one drug to 
another drug [---] is just disturbing.   

	 Source: Large group, Day 3; Small group (Yellow), Day 3 

 
 
	

 

Decision scenario: Trade-off between cost 
savings and health benefits 
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•  For a disinvestment decision to be accepted by this 
“mini-public”: 

–  Demonstrate significant gains, such as cost savings; 
–  Consider how decision impacts specific populations; and 
–  Address access to the current drug (e.g., ‘phasing-out’, 

grandfathering). 
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Public guidance on cancer drug disinvestment 
decisions	



	ANNA:  It never gets easier, to make the decision.           
I think you can say it ten different ways and it's still ---    
it's people. 

 
 
 
 
 

Source: Small group (Red); Day 2 
 

  

Final thoughts 
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Thank you 

•  For more information, please visit our websites: 
–  CanEngage: www.canengage.ca 
–  Canadian Centre for Applied Research in Cancer 

Control (ARCC): www.cc-arcc.ca 

•  Or, contact us: scosta@bccrc.ca  
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